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ABSTRACT 

Multicarrier modulation (MCM) systems signals have found increasing use in mod

ern communication systems, inchiding both wireline and wireless environments. How

ever, MCM signals have the potential to contain large instantaneous peaks that in

crease the resohition requirements of the A/D-D/A converters as well as the dynamic 

range requirements of the transmitter. By limiting the maximiun amplitude of the 

MCM signal (clipping), it is possible to reduce these requirements on the transmit

ter's analog front-end circuitry. However, if the transmitter clips the MCM signal, 

information is lost and the receiver may not be able to properly demodulate the sig

nal. Applying a peak-to-average ratio (PAR) reduction algorithm at the transmitter 

can mitigate the adverse effects of clipping a MCM signal. The performance and im

plementation complexity of existing PAR reduction algorithms in addition to a novel 

PAR reduction algorithm were evaluated via simulation, and these results will be dis

cussed and contrasted. PAR reduction methods that require no additional processing 

at the receiver were evaluated as well as methods that reqriire receiver intervention. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

New services such as video streaming, interactive multimedia communications, 

video on demand, e-commerce, digital telephony, and digital radio axe exponentially 

escalating bandwidth reqiiirements for end users. Multicarrier modulation(MCM) is 

one viable option for supplying end users with high-speed data transmission applica

tions to support these services. Some of the most well known applications for MCM 

are Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) over wired media using Discrete Multitone Trans

mission (DMT) and Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), Digital Video Broadcasting 

(DVB), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) for wireless communications using 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Fm-thermore, major standards 

bodies are contemplating endorsing MCM for applications such as the Universal Mo

bile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and cable TV networks (CATV). In this 

chapter we briefly outline the applications mentioned beforehand in addition to an

other novel wireline application, Schhunberger's Enhanced Digital Telemetry System 

(EDTS). 

1.1 Applications of Multicarrier Modulation 

1.1.1 Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) 

Digital Audio Broadcast technology provides a high capacity, up to 2.3 Mbps, 

data broadcast network combined with data services to mobile and fixed users. DAB 

is based on coded orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (COFDM), a version 

of OFDM that iises sophisticated coding schemes to overcome the fades that result 

from multipath propagation [2]. Upon completion, DAB will provide users with CD-

quality, interference-free soimd, plus a variety of other information inchiding graphics, 

images, video, and text regardless of where they are located. Users will be able to 

listen to a traffic report while looking at relevant road maps that suggest alternative 

routes to their destination. 

1 



1.1.2 Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) 

Wireless local-area networks offer mobile users all the features and benefits of 

traditional LAN technologies without the limitations of a cable. IEEE 802.11a is the 

industry recognized standard for WLANs technolog>'. Based on OFDM. IEEE 802.11a 

improves transmission echo and distortions resulting from multi-path propagation and 

radio frequency- interference that were commonly the luniting impairments of prior 

WLANs standards. Depending on distance from the access point and network load, 

802.11a products tisers can achieve connection rates up to 54 Mbps. 

1.1.3 Universal Mobile Telecommtmications System (UMTS) 

Universal Mobile Telecommimications System is a 3'"''-generation (3G) mobile net

work offering broadband, packet-based transmission of text, digitized voice, video, 

and multimedia sei-vices to mobile computer and phone users. Currently, major 

standards bodies are considering making a wideband code division multiple access 

(WCDMA)/OFDM hybrid transmission scheme the standard for UMTS. Once UMTS 

is fully implemented, computer and phone users can be constantly attached to the 

Internet as they travel regardless of their location. Users will have access through a 

combination of terrestrial wireless and satellite transmissions. 

1.1.4 Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSL) 

ADSL is a local loop technology that provides high-speed network connectivity for 

residential and small business users. Users within 12 kft of a central office can transmit 

at upstream and downstream data rates of 6.8 Mbps and .68 Mbps, respectively. Since 

both ADSL transmissions and Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) coexist on the 

same copper wire, users can exploit Internet services such as video on demand, e-

commerce, and video streaming, while waiting for a phone call. Also, the fact that 

ADSL leverages existing copper wires makes it very attractive to carriers. Carriers 

can offer cost effective high-speed networking to iLsers without ma.ssi\e capital otitlays. 



1.1.5 Enhanced Digital Telemetry System (EDTS) 

EDTS is a wireline technology that is bemg developed by Schlumberger's Teleme

try Group for oil and gas applications. EDTS will transport information pertaining 

to volume, subsurface composition, and possible yield of h\'drocarbon reservoirs from 

downhole wireline tool modules to sm-face processors that nm interpretation and 

analysis software. The software logs the data on a host computer and generates 3-D 

images of the hydrocarbon reservoirs that can be sent in real-time to clients through 

satellite, ftp, or e-mail. This information will aid clients in deciding whether or not 

they shoiild invest additional capital to extract oil and gas from the reser\'oirs. 

The primary objective of EDTS is to improve performance when operating at an 

upstream data rate of 500 kbps on all existing logging cables and to increase the 

iipstream data rate to at least 1Mbps under good conditions. Mainly, an increase in 

exploitable logging cable capacity will enhance the precision of wireline tool modules 

currently in production phis aid the design of new tools that otherwise could not be 

realized. A schematic of Schlumberger's wireline technology can be viewed in Figure 

1.1. Wirehne tool modules are used to obtain resistivity, pressure, acoustical, and 

many other measurements that characterize hydrocarbon reservoirs. Multiple wireline 

tools are configured in series and lowered down a borehole to depths ranging from 1 to 

40 kft below the earth's surface. Data from these measurements is transmitted from 

the tools to a telemetry card via a downhole tool bus or local area network (LAN). 

The telemetry card laimches the tool data into a logging cable that carries it up 

to the analog front-end acquisition xmit. The logging cable's electrical specifications 

are, for the most part, a result of its mechanical requirements. Essentially, logging 

cables were designed to withstand extreme heat and abrasive environments and not 

optimized for telemetry. The analog front-end acquisition imit provides power for the 

downhole tools, an interface to the logging cable, and processors for the interpretation 

and analysis software. In addition, the acquisition front-end unit transmits data down 

the logging cable to control tool modules. 
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Figure 1.1: Enhanced Digital Telemetry System 

1.2 Peak Power Problem 

One major drawback of DMT systems is that the transmit signal has extremely 

large voltage spikes. These large voltage spikes have a serious impact on the trans

mitters analog front end-circuitry. For example, very costly amplifiers and Digital-

to-Analog Converters(DAC) that can operate perfectly linear over a wide dynamic 

range must be implemented in the transmitter. In addition, DMT systems are gener

ally peak power limited, implying that the system must be operated at a power level 

much less than the maximum power available. If the DMT system transmit power 

is decreased, the overall throughput of the system must be sacrificed to ensure the 

integrity of data being transmitted. A better solution is to allow occasional satura

tion in the amplifier and clipping in the DAC. This additional nonlinear distortion 

creates inter-modulation distortion that increases the bit error rate in standard lin

ear receivers and also causes spectral widening that increases adjacent interference 



to others [8]. However, applying a signal processing algorithm at the transmitter can 

mitigate these additional nonlinear distortions that arise from cUpping a DMT signal. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

These signal processing algorithms used to mitigate the affects chpping in DMT 

systems are specifically called peak-to-average ratio (PAR) reduction algorithms. This 

thesis focusses directl\' on the performance in terms of maximum PAR reduction and 

computational complexity of various PAR reduction algorithms on Schhimberger s 

EDTS. Chapter 2 briefly describes many of the concepts behind DMT. so that the 

reader has the required backgroimd to imderstand the subsequent chapters. In ad

dition. Chapter 2 revisits the DMT peak power problem, and proposes a solution 

to overcome the affects incurred from clipping a DMT transmit symbol. In Chapter 

3, several PAR reduction algorithms that are presented in hterature plus a novel al

gorithm that was developed specifically for EDTS are outlined. Finally, Chapter 4 

shows the simulation results of the PAR reduction algorithms presented in hterature 

along with the new algorithm outlined in Chapter 3. 



CHAPTER II 

DISCRETE MULTITONE TRANSMISSION SCHEME 

2.1 Introduction 

Discrete Multitone Transmission(DMT) is an extremely powerful modulation scheme 

that efficiently utilizes the entire bandwidth of a wireline communication channel. 

DMT systems transmit a data stream by dividing it into several parallel data streams 

that each modulate a different subcarrier. Essentially, a bandlimited charmel is parti

tioned into a set of independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) subchannels 

that have a flat frequency response. Each subchannel only needs a gain and phase 

adjustment that can be achieved by a simply multiplying by a complex number, in

stead of needing a complicated equalizer to invert the entire channel response such 

as single-carrier modulation schemes. Therefore. DMT is able to exploit channel ca

pacity in the channel edge frequencies that single-carrier modulation schemes cannot. 

In addition, the DMT traiLsmitter optimizes the amoimt of energy and the number 

of bits on each subchannel to maximize the charmel capacity. Subchannels that do 

not achieve a defined probability of symbol error are turned off, that is they do not 

transmit data streams. This makes DMT exceptionally robust in the presence of tone 

noise, which is commonly the dommant impairment on DMT systems. 
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Figiu-e 2.1: DMT Transmitter and Receiver Diagram 



A block diagram of a DMT transmitter and receiver is shown in Figure 2.1. A 

discrete data stream of B bits is input to the serial-to-parallel converter and M 

groups of hk bits each are output to the Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) 

constellation encoder. The groups of h bits are then mapped to complex symbols 

selected from QAM constellations. A DMT transmit symbol is created by simiming 

all M complex QAM signals that are each being carried over different frequencies. 

The frequency separation of the M subcarriers is equal to i , where T is the time 

duration of the DMT transmit symbol [5 Therefore, the real part of the complex 

envelope of the DMT transmit symbol is given by 

oc A / - 1 

A{t) = Re{ Y^ X l K • e>2-(T)'. rect(/ - riT)]} (2.1) 

where n'^ is the complex QAM symbol of the k*'' subcarrier of the n"' DMT trans

mit symbol and rect(f - nT) denotes the rectangular transmit pulse of duration T. 

Typically, a DMT transmit symbol is generated via an inverse Fourier transform on 

the M complex QAM symbols. At the output of the modulator, the IFFT. the DMT 

transmit symbol is augmented with a guard band of length L samples, where L is 

greater than the length of the channel impulse response. The guard band is placed 

at the begirming of a DMT transmit symbol to prevent it from being corrupted by 

transients from previous symbols [10]. Finally, the resulting DMT transmit symbol is 

passed through a parallel-to-serial convertor and a digital-to-analog convertor, then 

it is amplified by a line driver before it is launched into the channel. 

The receiver operations are a mirror image of the transmitter with the exception 

of the time-domain equalizer(TEQ) and the frequency-domain equahzer(FEQ). The 

TEQ is, usually, a multiple tap FIR filter placed at the input of the receive that 

mitigates inter-symbol interference by shortening the channels impulse response to 

the length of the guard band. [6] has developed a TEQ design method that maximizes 

the data rate for DMT systems, but TEQ design, currently, is a \er\' hot research 

topic and the optimum solution is still being sought. Also, a FEQ is inserted just 

before the QAM decoder to invert the effects of the channel. Really this not an 



equalizer in the strict sense, but a gain and i)iiaso adjustment through multiplication 

by simple complex mmibers E - {(o--eM^if 

2.3 Channel Measurement 

Before transmission the DMT system must make measmements of the channel 

frequency response and noise. The noise or variance about the channel frequency 

response arises from conventional noise som-ces, crosstalk and residual channel dis

tortion [2]. Crosstalk is the noise induced on a wire from other wires in a multiple 

wire bimdle. If one wire is considered the interferer, then capacitive and inductive 

coupling between the wires induces voltages and currents on the other wire that travel 

in both directions. The voltages and currents that travel down the wire m the same 

direction as the signal on the interfering wire are called far-end crosstalk (FEXT). 

In addition, the voltages and currents that travel in the opposite direction of the 

signal on the interfering wire are called near-end crosstalk (NEXT). If both FEXT 

and NEXT occur in a DMT s>stem, NEXT is generally more severe. Residual chan

nel distortion is the noise that is incurred in the system, because of imperfections in 

the channel equalizer. Both the channel frequency response and noise measurements 

can be combined by transmission of a medley, a pseudo-random sequence of symbols, 

that subjects the entire system to all possible distorted sequences of symbols. More 

information on the length of the medley needed to make conclusive measurements of 

channel frequency response and the variance about the channel frequency response 

can be reviewed in [2]. 

2.1 Adaptive Bit Loading 

As mentioned before DMT systems partition the channel bandwidth into several 

independent narrowband A\^ GN subchannels. An adaptive loading algorithm is used 

to maximize the system capacity by optimizing the amount of energy e^ and the num

ber bits bk that are allocated to each of the subchannels. Several loading algorithms 

for calculating bk, the number of bits per subchannel, have been described in [9]. The 



basic of principles of these loading algorithms will be discussed in this section along 

with a new algorithm that was specifically fabricated for Schhimberger s Enhanced 

Digital Telemetry System (EDTS). 

2.4.1 Loading Algorithm Basics 

A communication channel is characterized by a single value C called the channel 

capacity. The channel capacity measures the maximum achievable data rate over 

a channel without incurring errors assuming that infinite computational complexity 

and decoding delay are available. Shannons formula to calculate C is given by 

C = \og2{l + SNR) (2.2) 

where the SNR is defined as 

SNR^^\^. (2.3) 

Here, H is the channel gain, e denotes the DMT transmit symbol power, and 2CT̂  is 

the receiver noise variance. Since the subchannels in a DMT system are independent 

and memory less, the capacity of the fc*'' subchaimel is computed according to 

C. = log,(l + ^ ^ ) (2.4) 

where Hk is the gain of the /c*'* subchannel. Sk denotes the DMT transmit symbol 

power allocated to the fc*'' subchannel, and 2al is the receiver additive white Gaussian 

noise for the fc"* subchannel. If the transmitter is peak power limited, the best power 

distribution for the subchannels is computed such that the total capacity of the system 

is maximized. However, practical DMT systems operate imder finite complexity and 

delay limitations, pliLS it is acceptable to allow small nonzero error rates. Additionally, 

DMT systems transmit complex symbols that are selected from QAM constellations. 

An estimation of the maximum achievable data rate in a particular subchannel can 

be made under these implementation limitations. Mainly, a DMT system can be 

characterized at a given fixed probability of symbol error by a SNR gap, F, which 

quantifies the effective loss in SNR with raspect to capacity. [3] noted that the QAM 



modulation methods used in DMT achieve a F = 9.8 dB at a probabihty of symbol 

error of 10 ^ Therefore, the number of bits assigned to the k''' subchannel is 

bk = log2(l + ~jr^) (2.5) 

and the total data rate over all subchannels is given by 

B 1 ^'~^ 

k=0 

where T is the DMT transmit symbol dm-ation. The process of computing the best 

energy allocation for systems operating imder transmit power limitations or fixed data 

rate limitations is called waterfilling. However, if an ideal waterfilling algorithm was 

utilized on a DMT system, the bit allocation table, 6̂  = [6o..6/tf_i], would take on real 

values that cannot be implemented with QAM modulation. For this reason. Chow 

has developed a discrete waterfilling algorithm that assigns only positive integers to 

the bit allocation table. 

2.4.2 "Search Procedureless" Loading Algorithm 

Chow's discrete waterfilling algorithm optimizes energy allocation for a given chan

nel, but unfortunately it also requires computationally expensive search procedures 

that put excessive strain on the system processor. The "search procedureless" algo

rithm mitigates these search procedures for processor challenged applications. This 

loading algorithm minimizes computational complexity while meeting probability of 

symbol error constraints imder a fixed data rate limitation. The maximum achievable 

data rate, Rmax, over all subchaimels is given by 

B 1 ^^"^ 
Rmax ~ 7^ ~ 'ri / J "max {^-') 

k=0 

where bmax is defined as 

b^ = log2(l + ^ ^ ) . (2.8) 

If the desired data rate, Rdesired, is much less than Rmax a value Rdiff is computeci 

by taking the difference between the maximum and desired data rates. The value 

10 



Rdiff is simply the amoimt of excess capacity that is imnecessary for the present 

application. It might seem, that the system dat.a rate should always be maximized. 

This, however, is not true. The system data rate must match the application data 

rate, so the transmitter does not have to insert additional data as a placeholder 

in DMT transmit symbols. If a placeholder is inserted into a DMT system, the 

system sacrifices transmit power and bandwidth, pliLS the overall system performance 

is diminished. The value hdrff, the nimiber of bits per subchannel that are unnecessary 

for the present application, is given by 

b^^ff = ^ (2.9) M 

where M is the number of subchannels. The bit allocation table b^ax = [6o...V-i]^ 

is updated by b^ax ~ b^iff, the number of bits still necessary in each subchannel. If 

bmax — bdiff < 0 then the subchannel is turned off and the remainder of the excess 

bits are decremented evenly from the remaining active subchannels. 

2.5 Guard Band 

As described in the DMT Block Diagram Section, the output of the modulator 

the DMT transmit symbol is augmented with a guard band that is longer than the 

length of the channel impulse response. The guard band is placed at the beginning 

of a DMT transmit symbol to prevent it from being cornipted by transients from 

previous symbols. At the receiver, the guard band samples are discarded, because 

they contain interference from other symbols. Figure 2.2 depicts three t\'pical charmel 

impulse responses of local loops for distances of 2 km, 16 km, and 30 km from the 

central office. Notice that as the distance from the central oflfice increases, the length 

of the channel impulse response increases, too. Unfortunately, this means that length 

of the guard band must increase, so that successive transmissions remain independent. 

Essentially, the two penalties for transmitting a guard band are directly attributed 

to power and bandwidth losses. Both the power and bandwidth losses arise from the 

simple fact, that the guard band does not carry new information which othenvise 

11 
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Figure 2.2: Channel impulse response for local loops of lengths 2 km, 16 km, 30 km 

could be sent to the receiver. Typically, the guard band reduces the available transmit 

power by -i~ and the available bandwidth by ^ . Here, L is the length of the guard 

band and M is the number of DMT symbols after the guard band. For efficient 

implementation of DMT, the power and bandwidth losses are accepted even though 

they decrease the total capacity of the system. Furthermore, these penalties are small, 

if the length of the guard band is small relative to the length of the DMT transmit 

symbol [10]. 

2.6 Peak-to-Average Ratio 

A DMT transmit signal consists of M complex QAM signals that are each being 

carried over a different frequencies. If many of these QAM signals add constructively, 

large voltage spikes arise in the DMT transmit signal. Unfortunately, the maximum 

amphtude of these voltage spikes is directly proportional to the number of QA.\I sig

nals utilized in a DMT systems. Thus, multicarrier systems have significantly larger 

voltage spikes in its transmit signal than those present in single carrier s\ stems. And, 

12 



this problem is often cited as the single greatest disadvantage of multicarrier systems. 

Figure 2.3 iUustrates the instantaneous amplitude, A{t), of two DMT transmit sym

bols that were created using different sets of QAM constellation points. An obvious 
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Figure 2.3: Instantaneous amplitude of two distinct DMT transmit symbols 

difference between the top and bottom DMT transmit symbols is the presence of an 

extremely large voltage spike in the bottom transmit symbol. 

A parameter called the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) is used to quantify these large 

voltage spikes. The PAR of a DMT transmit symbol is given by 

PAR = 
M-\\x\\ (2.10) 

where x represents the DMT transmit signal, M denotes the nimiber of complex QAM 

signals, and \\x\\^ and Hxjlj refer to the max and average of vector x respectively. If 

13 



the number of QAM signals in a DMT system is large, M > 20. the instantaneous 

amplitude of a DMT transmit signal can be approximated by a Gaussian random 

process with zero mean and variance, cr^ equal to the total signal power (central 

limit theorem). Its probability density fimction (pdf) is given by 

1 -
p{x)^—~= e^ (2.11) 

<Tv27r 

Such a distribution means that the theoretical maximum PAR is infinite, but the 

peaks only rarely occur. Therefore, all DMT systems have to decide on an acceptable 

PAR, and deal with the clips if the signal voltage exceeds that PAR. Typically, DMT 

systems operate at PARs that range from 3.0 to 6.0. 

2.6.1 Probability of Clipping 

As has been discussed, the theoretical maximum PAR for a DMT system is infinite, 

but large voltage spikes rarely occur. The value "rarely" changes for different PARs, 

so it is convenient to quantify the probability that a clip will occur in a DMT transmit 

symbol. Assuming that some PAR and average transmit power has been decided on, 

the probability that a given sample of a DMT transmit symbol has an amplitude 

greater than the voltage, Adip, can be determined. The voltage, Adip, is given by 

Adip = y/N^g-PAR (2.12) 

where Navg is the average transmit power. The probability that a given sample of a 

transmit symbol has an amplitude greater than A^ip is given by 

P = 2 • / p{.r)dx (2.13) 

where p{x) is from equation 2.5.2. If a DMT transmit symbol contains M samples, 

the probability that an entire DMT transmit symbol contains at least one sample 

greater than a A^ip is given by 

Pci^p = 1 - (1 - py" (2.14) 

14 



In every DMT transmit symbol that contains clips, clipping noise is spread evenly 

throughout all subchannels. This clipping noise, essentially, raises the noise floor in 

transmit symbols and creates imwanted bursts of errors on high SNR subchannels 

that have been loaded with a large number of bits. Typically-, the SNR is iLsed to 

compare the amount of signal power to noise power in a DMT system. However, 

this is not a good method to compare the signal power to the clipping noise power, 

because clipping does not occur in every DMT transmit symbol. A better method is 

to compare the signal power to the clipping noise power only on symbols that contain 

clips. In this case, a parameter called the conditional signal-to-clipping noise power 

ratio (SCCR) is utilized. The SCCR is given by 

SCCR = ^'''l' ^""^ (2.15) 

where is the average power of a clip. Similar to the SNR, SCCR presented here is 

merely a value that has been averaged over many symbols that contain clips. Further

more, the instantaneous SCCR fluctuates dramatically from symbol to symbol. [2] 

has shown that even when a DMT system operates at a high SCCR . it is still virtually 

impossible to avoid bursts of errors on the high SNR subchannels that carry a large 

number of bits. Fortunately, the PAR reduction algorithms presented in Chapter III 

mitigate this problem. 

2.6.2 Proposed Method 

A PAR reduction algorithm is a signal processing algorithm that controls the 

amount of clipping in a DMT transmit symbol. These algorithms maximize the 

achievable data rate by minimizing the DMT s\'stem PAR. Typically. PAR reduction 

algorithms are placed at the output of the transmitter's parallel-to-serial convertor. 

They are implemented by passing a transmit s\'mbol through a peak detector that 

determines if clipping has occurred. If a clip is not detected, the symbol is passed 

directly to the transmitter's analog front-end circuitry. If the symbol contains a clip, 

the symbol is, first, passed to a PAR reduction algorithm. 
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The PAR reduction algorithm controls the amount of clipping in the DMT transmit 

symbol and then passes it to the analog front-end circuitry. Hopefully, this results in 

a stream of DMT transmit symbol that does not contain any clips. 
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CHAPTER III 

PEAK-TO-AVERAGE RATIO REDUCTION ALGORITHMS 

3.1 Introduction 

Several algorithms to reduce the peak-to-average ratio of DMT transmit signals 

have been proposed for DMT systems. These algorithms can be classified mto two 

main categories. The first category includes the algorithms in which signal processing 

at the transmitter controls the amount of clipping in the DMT transmit signal and 

the receiver decodes the signal with normal methods, whether or not clipping has 

really occmred. The major advantage of these PAR reduction algorithms is that they 

can be unplemented without a transmitter-receiver symbol handshake. Examples of 

these algorithms inchide the Spectral Shaping algorithm described in [7], and Tone 

Reduction algorithm described in [1] and [8]. The second category includes the algo

rithms in which signal processing is apphed at the transmitter to control the amount 

of clipping and the receiver is notified ui what symbols clipping has occmred so it can 

apply the inverse algorithm. These PAR reduction algorithms benefit from splitting 

their implementation complexity between the transmitter and receiver. Examples of 

these algorithms are the Dynamic Clip Scaling algorithm explained in [7], and Phasor 

Transformation algorithm explained in [5]. 

3.2 Accepting Errors and Correcting by Retransmission 

It has been shown in the previous chapter, that clipping noise creates large bursts 

of errors in DMT transmit symbols. Typically, DMT systems correct these symbol er

rors by simply retransmitting the symbol. If the retransmission rate is small enough, 

some systems can tolerate a reasonable number of symbol errors. For example, as

suming that a system has a PAR of 5.07, the probability that a given sample will 

exceed clip voltage equals 3.98 • 10~^. For a 512-sample DMT symbol the probability' 

of clipping equals 2 • 10~^ This means that only 2 out every 10,000 symbols will 

contain a clip. Even if every clip creates bursts of errors in the DMT transmit, only 
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.02% of the symbols will have to be retransmitted. If a transmission system can live 

with a .02% retransmission rate, a PAR of 5.07 can be achieved. However, accepting 

errors and correcting by retransmission implies that the transmission system utilizes 

an average symbol power far less than the maximum available. This is not advanta

geous for most DMT systems, because it hmits the overall system data rate that can 

be achieved. 

3.3 Spectral Shaping Algorithm 

As a rule clipping noise in DMT symbols is white and spread evenly throughout 

all of the subchannels, but it affects all of the subcarriers differently. Mainly, the 

probability of symbol error increases considerably more in high SNR subchaimels 

where large densely packed QAM constellations are transmitted then in low SNR 

subcarriers where very small QAM constellations are transmitted. [7 proposed that 

an excellent method to control the amount of clipping is to make the probability of 

symbol error on all the subchannels equal. Hence, the frequency spectrum of the 

clipping noise is shaped such that the SCCR exceeds the SNR by the same amount 

on all subchannels. 

The spectral shaping algorithm applies a filter to the clipping noise to push its 

spectral content to subchannels where the SNR is assiuned to be very low. The 

filter is implemented by delaying all of the DMT transmit symbol samples by one 

sampling time, and passing the clip through a time domain filter. The filter that is 

implemented when the SNR decreases monotonically with frequency is a high-pass 

filter and is given by 

F(c) = - 0 . 5 + r - ' - 0 . 5 c - 2 (3.1) 

This filter is applied at the output of the parallel-to-serial converter and before the 

analog front-end circuitry. If the magnitude of a sample is greater than the clip 

voltage, it is clipped and haff the clip is subtracted from the previous sample and the 

other half is subtracted from the next sample. If the chp occurs on the first or last 

sample, the entire clip is subtracted from the next or previous sample, respcc t ively. 
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The common drawbacks of the spec tral shaping algorithm are that its performance 

is heavily dependent on SNR shape and chp magnitude. If the SNR decreases mono

tonically with frequency from DC, the high-pass given above performs adequately. 

Unfortimately, if the SNR doas not decrease monotonically, the filter must be re

designed such that SCCR follows the SNR. Also, if a large clip occms in a DMT 

symbol, it can have enough energ>' to create imwanted bursts of errors even when 

filtered. Even if these cases do not apply, the high-pass filter still adds more noise to 

the symbol and the receiver does not attempt to reduce this noise. This is particularly 

troublesome in DMT systems that have a high SNR throughout all subchannels. 

3.4 Dynamic Clip Scaling (DCS) Algorithms 

The DCS algorithm controls the amoimt of clipping by scaling the entire DMT 

transmit s\Tnbol such that its maximum amplitude is equal to or less than the maxi-

mimi allowed amplitude of the DAC. Similar to the spectral shaping, this algorithm 

is implemented at the output of the parallel-tcnserial convertor and before the analog 

front-end circuitry. The DMT transmit symbol is passed through a peak detector and 

the peak is compared to a series of voltage thresholds. If the symbol peak exceeds 

one of the threshold voltages, the entire symbol is scaled by the scale factor that 

corresponds with that threshold voltage. Typically, transmission SNStems use only 

the vahies OdB, IdB, 2dB, and 3dB as scale factors for the DMT transmit symbol. If 

clipping does not occur in the symbol, then OdB is used as the scahng factor. Figure 

3.1 shows the instantaneous amplitude of a DMT transmit symbol that has been 

scaled by IdB using the DCS algorithm. The original DMT transmit symbol and 

new DMT transmit symbol appear in bhie and red, respectively. Also, the absolute 

clip voltage, A^tp, is traced by the blue dashed lines at ±201^. A noticeable feature 

of the new symbol as compared with old symbol is that sample 383 no longer exceeds 

the maximum amphtude of the DAC. However, the sample is not exactly equal to 

maximum amplitude of the DAC. Ideally, each symbol would be transmitted with the 

fiiU range of DAC to limit quantization noise, but there are only a finite number of 
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic clip scaling algorithm example with 4 scale factors 

scale factors. 

If the DMT receive symbol is to be decoded properly the receiver must be notified 

what scale factor was applied at the transmitter. This is accomplished by encoding 

the pilot tone or another reserved subchannel with a 4-QAM constellation, wherein 

each constellation point maps to a different scale factor. When the symbol arrives at 

the receiver, the pilot tone is first decoded to identify what sale factor was applied at 

the transmitter. If in fact it was scaled, the receiver applies the inverse scaling factor 

to the DMT receive symbol. Obviously, if the decoder mismterprets the scale factor 

information, the entire symbol will be corrupted. Thus, the pilot tone is placed on a 

subchannel that has a very high SNR 

A disadvantage of the DCS algorithm is that channel noise is enhanced at the 
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receiver. If the 3dB scale factor is applied to a DMT transmit symbol, the SNR at 

receiver is reduced throughout all subchannels when the inverse of the scaling factor 

is applied at the receiver. The performance degradation due to SNR reduction is 

small, if the probability that the laxger scale factors are u.sed remains small. [4] 

proposed a DCS algorithm that overcomes performance degradation due to SNR loss 

by retransmitting symbols if clipping occurs. The receiver decodes the average of the 

two DMT symbols transmitted. This method mitigates the 3dB loss in SNR, but it 

also reduces the system throughput by the percentage of retransmissions. 

3.5 Tone Reduction or Tone Injection Algorithm 

The Tone Reduction/Injection algorithms control the amoimt of clipping in a 

DMT systems by adding a waveform, termed the signature waveform, to the DMT 

transmit signal. Ideally, the signature waveform in the time domain looks exactly 

like an impulse fimction with an amplitude of one. Once more, this algorithm is 

implemented at the output of the paraUel-to-serial convertor and before the analog 

front-end circuitry. A DMT transmit symbol is passed through a peak detector, then 

the magnitude of the clip is determined. The signature waveform is scaled by the 

magnitude of the chp, and its peak is circularly shifted into the position of the clip 

on the DMT transmit symbol. Finally, the resulting signature waveform is added to 

the DMT transmit symbol. If the DMT transmit signal contains more than one clip 

the algorithm is repeated imtil each clip is subdued. 

When the ideal signature waveform, a scaled impulse fimction, is added to the 

DMT transmit symbol onlj- the pealc is affected leaving every other amplitude un

changed. Unfortunately, adding an impulse function to the DMT transmit signal 

and clipping are congruent operations. Both operations spread white noise evenly 

throughout all subchannels. Instead, the spectral content of the signature waveform 

is hmited to low SNR subchannels which do not transmit data. This prevents the 

data on high SNR subchannels from being corrupted by clipping noise, but produces 

nonzero amplitudes in the signature waveform at samples other than the peak. How-
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ever, this signatine waveform can effectively reduce the DMT transmit signal peaks, if 

these new nonzero amplitudes do not push ampHtudes of the resulting DMT transmit 

symbol over the clip level. 

The disparity- between the Tone Reduction/Injection algorithms proposed in [8] 

and [1], respectively, arises from their selection of subchannels that contain the sig

nature waveform's spectral content. The Tone Reduction algorithm m [1 chooses the 

subchannels which the SNR is so low that data cannot be transmitted on them any

ways. Unlike the Tone Injection algorithm in [8: this algorithm does not diminish the 

overall system data rate by reserving subchannels that can transmit data. However, 

the disadvantage of not reserving extra subchannels is that the DMT transmit signal 

PAR cannot be reduced as significantly as it could be otherwise. Mainly, a more 

significant decrease in PAR is not seen in the Tone Reduction algorithm, because 

the low SNR subchannels that cannot transmit data usually occur in succession at 

very low and high frequencies. In terms of PAR reduction, [8] has shown that it is 

better to choose a subset subchannels that are randomly distributed throughout the 

frequency band for the design of signature waveform. 

Figure 3.2 iUustrates the Tone Reduction algorithm on a system which only has 

31 inactive subchannels available to construct the signature waveform. In Plot 1 the 

blue waveform depicts a DMT transmit symbol that contains a clip at sample 303. 

A time-domain plot of the scaled and circularly shifted signature waveform used in 

this example can be seen in Plot 2. Notice that the signature waveform has a large 

peak centered at sample 303 and extremely small amplitudes in the majority of the 

remaining signal. Unfortimately, the signature waveform features samples adjacent 

to the peak that have significant nonzero amplitudes. Plot 3 reveals that the spectral 

content of the red signature waveform and the blue transmit data is indeed mutually 

exclusive. 

Clearly, the drawback of these algorithms is that either the overall system data 

rate or the PAR reduction capabilities must be compromised. Assimiing the maxi-
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Figure 3.2: Tone reduction algorithm example with 31 inactive subchannels 

mum data rate of the system is preserved, the signature waveform features secondary 

maximums that have significant nonzero amplitudes. These secondary maximums 

could result m new clips in the DMT transmit symbol, if they add constructively 

with samples from the symbol. This process of subduing a clip only to have an

other clip occur in the svmbol can become recursive. The problem can be eliminated 

by minimizing the secondary maximimis of the signature. Unfortimately, a signature 

waveform that has minimal significant nonzero amphtude cannot be designed without 

utilizing high SNR subchannels randomly throughout the frequency band. 

3.6 Phasor Transformation Algorithms 

The phasor-transformation algorithm controls clipping in a DMT transmit symbol 

differently than all of the previous algorithms discussed. The main difference is that 
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multiple IFFT passes are required to generate a new DMT transmit symbol that 

does not contain clips. The algorithm is implemented by passing the DMT transmit 

signal through a peak detector, if clipping is detected a prearranged random phasor-

transformation(known at the receiver) is applied to the complex QAM constellation 

points. A new DMT transmit signal is generated by passing the transformed QAM 

constellation points through the IFFT for a second time. If the second IFFT pass 

does not negate clipping in the DMT transmit symbol the algorithm can be repeated. 

However, the implementation cost of each repetition of the algorithm in terms of 

computational complexity is extremely high. 

Similar to the DCS algorithm, the receiver has to be informed about the ap

plication of a phasor-transformation at the transmitter. This is accomplished liy 

encoding the pilot tone or a specially reserved high SNR subchannel with a 4-QAM 

constellation in which each constellation point corresponds to a particular phasor-

transformation. When the DMT symbol arrives at the receiver, the pilot tone is 

decoded first to identify which phasor-transformation was applied at the transmitter. 

If in fact the DMT transmit symbol was transformed the receiver appUes the inverse 

phasor-transformation to the DMT receive symbol. 

The basic idea behind this algorithm is that if the "right" phasor transformation 

is selected the probability of clipping in the new DMT transmit symbol will be very 

small. Assuming that only symbols that contain chpping are passed a second time 

through the IFFT, the overall probability of clipping is given by 

Pclip/toUU = Pclip/l • Pdip/2 = Pdip/l (32) 

where Pdip/i is equal to Pdip/2 if a random phasor transform with large N is used. 

This argument can be expanded to include IFFT passes beyond the second pass by 

substituting n, the number of passes, for the 2 in the above equation. Clearly, though 

the probability of clipping decreases as the number of IFFT passes increases. 

While [5] does not specifically suggest a "right" phasor transformation, it does 

specify that several transformations can be iLsed \\ithout affecting the results pre-
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Figure 3.3: 16 QAM constellation rotated 45 degrees example 

sented in the paper. Figme 3.3 shows one example of a phasor transformation that 

was created for this algorithm. This phasor transformation rotates each transmit 

QAM constellation or a random set of the constellations by different angles. Figure 

3.3b illustrates the result of the phasor transformation rotating the 16-QAM constel

lation in Figure 3.3a by 45 degrees. Hopefully, the large peaks, clips, contained in the 

old DMT transmit s>Tnbol are nullified by changing the phase of the QAM signals. 

A second example of a phasor-transformation is shown in Figure 3.4. This trans

formation merely re-encodes the QAM constellation points if a cUp occurs in a DMT 

transmit symbol. Figure 3.4b illustrates how the consteUation point in the upper 

right hand corner of Figure 3.4a is re-encoded to one of the other three comer points 

in the constellation. Since a constellation point is only re-encoded to another point 

of equal energy, the probability of symbol errors is not affected. The constellation 

re-encoder is implemented by generating two length N random vectors of ones and 

negative ones. If a clip is detected in the DMT transmit symbol, the algorithm reverts 

back to the complex QAM constellation points that were used to generate the orig

inal DMT transmit symbol. The first re-encoder vector is multiplied times the real 

part of the QAM constellation points and the second vector is multiplied times the 

imaginary part of the QAM constellation points. As before, the new DMT transmit 

signal is generated by passing the transformed QAM constellation points through the 
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Figm-e 3.4: 16 QAM constellation re-encoder example 

3.7 All Subchannels Algorithms 

After evahiating the performance of the peak-to-average reduction algorithms pre

sented in literature a new method called the all subchannels algorithm was formulated. 

The basis of this new algorithm was derived from the spectral shaping and tone reduc

tion algorithms presented in [7] and [S]. Much like the spectral shaping algorithm, the 

idea is to make the SCCR exceed the SNR by the same amoimt throughout all sub

channels. This ensures that probabihty of svmbol error on all subchannels is increased 

equally, if a clip occurs in a DMT transmit symbol. However, the filters described 

in [7] cannot be used in some DMT systems, because they treat the SNR much too 

generally. This is particularly true in systems that have high SNRs throughout all 

subchannels. A better filter design method should formulate a relationship between 

the SNR and the amount clipping noise allowable on each individual subchannel. 

The all subchannels algorithm is implemented in the same fashion as the Tone 

Reduction algorithm. However, the spectral content of the signature form is not 

limited to low SNR subchannels that do not transmit data. Instead, every subchannel 

is used to constnict the signature waveform. A vector of weights, ic = [ii'i|...?/'jv_i], 

that describe the amoimt of clipping noise that is permitted in each subchannel is 
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calculated. The weight of the k"" subchannel is given b>-

A^c/.p-(2'>^--l)-10r+7fc (2i>. - 1) . ior+7. ("̂ •3) 

where P„„g is the average symbol power, t* is the mimber of bits represented by a 

single QAM symbol on the A:"' subchannel, F is the SNR gap in dB, and 7^ defines the 

amount that SCCR exceeds SNR in dB. The optimal value for -^ can be calculated 

from the permitted system degradation, but simulations have shown that the value 

lOdB is sufficient. The weights, Wk. follow the inverse of the SNR. As a result, 

subchannels that have high SNRs or transmit the most data are allocated less clipping 

noise than those subcarriers that have low SNRs. If this weighting scheme were 

followed faithfully, the algorithm would converge to the Tone Reduction algorithm 

which allocates all the clipping noise to the inactive subcarriers. However, a signature 

waveform constructed strictly from the inactive tones has large secondary maximums 

concentrated around the peak that limit its performance. In order to overcome this 

problem a maximum weight is set such that the secondary maximimis are minimized. 

The second plot in Figure 3.5 shows an example of the signature waveform that can 

be obtained using the all subchaimels method. Notice that the secondary maximums 

are considerably smaller than those obtained from Tone Reduction algorithm in Figure 

3.2. This secondary maximimis minimization diminishes the recursion that is present 

in the Tone Reduction algorithm. The only other significant difference between Figure 

3.5 and Figure 3.2 is seen in the third plot. Mainly, the spectral content of the 

signature waveform and the transmit data is no longer mutually exclusive. 

Figure 3.6 plots the signal-to-conditional-chp noise ratio versus the signal-to-noise 

ratio for a 10,000 DMT symbol transmission. In this figiu-e, the SCCR shadows the 

SNR by at least 10 dB throughout all subchannels. This means that the probability 

of symbol error on all subchannels is equal regardless of if a clip occurs or not. 

Also, this mitigates the unwanted bursts of errors on high SNR subchannels which 

occur when the spectral shaping algorithm is implemented on a s\stem that does 
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Figure 3.5: All subchannels algorithm example 

not have a monotonically decreasing SNR. One final note is that the bit allocation 

table constructed for this EDTS simulation is shown in Figiure 3.6. Notice that imlike 

common ADSL systems, the high SNR subchannels are prevalent even on the edge 

subchannels. This results in extraordinary bit packing on the edge subchannels. 

3.8 Hybrid Algorithms 

Many of the PAR reduction algorithms that have been previously discussed have 

shortcomings that reduce their effectiveness. A hybrid algorithm which utilizes both 

the inactive subchannels algorithm (Tone Reduction) and the DCS algorithm was 

formulated to alleviate these shortcomings. The concepts that the hybrid algorithm 

is based on are quite trivial. First, the inactive subchannel algorithm is applied to 

a DMT transmit symbol. If this algorithm steps through a preset munber iterations 
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Figure 3.6: SNR versus SCCR at the output of the parallel-to-serial converter 

without controlling all of the clips contained in the symbol, the DCS algorithm is 

applied to the original DMT transmit symbol. Here, both the DCS and inactive 

subchannels algorithms are implemented in the same exact way that was outhned in 

previous sections of this chapters. 

The hybrid algorithm improves upon the deficiencies of both the uiactive sub

channels and DCS algorithms. In the strictly DCS algorithm, the channel noise is 

enhanced at the receiver when the inverse scaling factor is applied to the DMT re

ceive symbol. A conventional receiver does not attempt to correct this additional 

noise that is added to the symbol. Therefore, the performance of the DCS algorithm 

is extremely dependent on the noise content of the channel. The hybrid algorithm 

downplays this dependance on the channel noise by, first, attempting to control clip-
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ping via the inactive subchannels algorithm. If the inactive subchannels algorithm 

cannot control clipping in the transmit symbol, the DCS algorithm is applied to the 

DMT transmit symbol. Therefore, the hybrid algorithm enhances channel noise in 

a very small subset of the transmit symbols that the strict Ij- DCS algorithm does. 

In addition, the hybrid algorithm diminishes the number of iterations required to 

control clipping in a transmit symbol. Mainly, the strictly inactive subchannels algo

rithm cannot control clipping, when the number of clips contained in a DMT transmit 

symbol exceeds the maximum niunber of iterations allowed. The hybrid algorithm 

negates this problem by, simply, applying the DCS algorithm to the transmit symbol 

when the above criteria exists. 

The drawback of utilizing this algorithm is that it requires a tiansmitter and 

receiver handshake, that is not needed by the strictly inactive subchaimels algorithms. 

Even when the DCS algorithm is not required to control clipping, the transmitter still 

must notify the receiver that a scale factor was not applied at the transmitter. This 

additional handshake adds additional complexity to the DMT receiver, but should be 

accepted if the maximum achievable PAR reduction is significantly improved. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PER PERFORMANCES: SIMULATIONS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

The performance of each PAR reduction algorithm presented in Chapter 3 was 

evaluated using a Matlab program that Schlumberger developed for EDTS. Each PAR 

reduction algorithm was coded in a Matlab m-file then incorporated into the EDTS 

simulator. The performance of each algorithm was evaluated in terms of maximum 

PAR reduction and data rate achievable, packet error rate, and the algorithm's imple

mentation complexity. In EDTS, a packet is composed of ten DMT transmit symbols 

and the probability of clipping for an EDTS packet is given by 

Ppacket-clip = I - {I - Pd^p)^^ (4.1) 

where Pd^p is shown Equation 2.5.5. The packet error rate is synonymous with the 

retransmission rate, because EDTS retransmits the entire packet if an error is detected 

in any of the ten DMT transmit symbols. 

4.2 Theoretical Maxinumi PAR Reduction 

Before running sunulations, a plot of the theoretical maximum achievable PAR 

reduction of a given algorithm was created for EDTS. The basic idea behind this 

plot can be described as follows. Assuming that a PAR reduction algorithm can 

control only Q, clips, the probability of the number of clips occurring in a transmit 

symbol being less than or equal to fi can be foimd. The binomial distribution was 

utilized to calculate, for a given PAR ,the probability that a DMT transmit symbol 

contains exactly zero clips, one clip, two clips, and so on. The ensuuig probabilities 

were simimed imtil the total probability was less than or equal to the EDTS's desired 

packet error rate, 2 • 10"^. 

Figure 4.1 shows the plot that was generated from these PAR reduction calcula-

tions. Several key points regarding PAR reduction for EDTS can be deduced from 
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Figure 4.1: Theoretical maximum PAR reduction 

Figure 4.1. The most obvious point is that PAR reduction becomes exponentially 

more difficult as the PAR is decreased. This, especially, affects the PAR reduction 

algorithms that have to perform successive iterations to control multiple clips in a 

DMT transmit symbol. These algorithms can run only a finite nimiber of iterations, 

because of implementation complexity limitations. Of course, other PAR reduction 

algorithms such as the DCS algorithm control all the clips contained in a transmit 

symbol, simultaneously. Thus, these algorithms are not direct 1\- affected by the same 

complexity limitation. Furthermore, if any PAR reduction algorithm is going to re

duce EDTS's PAR by at least a factor 3 dB, it will have to control approximately 

three clips. The magic number for PAR reduction is 3 dB, because it allows one ad

ditional bit to be loaded on each subchannel. Finallv. the minimum PAR that EDTS 
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can operate at without employing a PAR reduction algorithm and still yield a packet 

error rate of 2 • 10 ^ is 5.07. While Figure 4.1 does provide a basis for the maximmn 

PAR reduction, it is comforting to know that the results do not give the absolute 

maximum PAR reduction. Primarily, the plot does not account for the clipping noise 

that insignificant enough that it does not corrupt the DMT receive symbol. 

The performance evaluation procedure consisted of setting the system PAR, sim

ulating the algorithm by transmitting 250,000 DMT transmit symbols, and, then, 

compiling the results into a Access data base. Afterward, the PAR was decremented 

and the procedure was repeated until the maximum PAR reduction for each algorithm 

was obtained. The maxunum PAR reduction was obtained b\ finding the minimum 

PAR that an algorithm could still yield a packet error rate of 2 • 10"^. This entire 

process was enacted at a margm of 3 dB. A plot containing the performance simu

lation results for the PAR reduction algorithms was constructed and can be viewed 

in Figure 4.2. Two key featmes of the plot are a dashed blue fine that indicates the 

location of the desired packet error rate (PER) and a dashed green line that shows the 

performance of EDTS without a PAR reduction algorithm. Any conclusions regard

ing a PAR reduction algorithms performance must be drawn with regards to the two 

PAR reduction algorithm categories. The best performer of the strictly transmitter-

based algorithms is the all subchannels algorithm. This algorithm reduced the PAR 

to 3.29 while stifl maintaining a packet error rate of 2.10""*. The inactive subchannels 

method ran a close second, but the extra benefit of the reduced secondary maximums 

gave a slight edge to the all subchannels algorithm. Another tidbit worth mentioning 

is the spectral shaping algorithm performs so poorly, that the results were almost 

not published on the plot. This algorithm suffers from the fact that EDTS has a 

particularly high SNR even on the edge subchannels. Thus, the high-pass filter that 

the spectral shaping algorithm utilizes does not have an>'where to disperse clipping 

noise without creating bursts of errors. 

In the transmitter/receiver-based algorithms, the tone reduction/dynamic dip 
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Figure 4.2: Maxunum PAR reduction comparison 

scaling hybrid algorithm is the best performer by a wide margin. This algorithm 

is able to reduce the PAR to 3.02 and seemed capable of reducing it even further 

if simulations at lower PARs were completed. The four scale factor DCS algorithm 

competed very well with the hybrid algorithm at a margin of 3 dB, but when the 

margin was reduced to 1.5 dB the algorithm's performance rapidly degraded (not 

shown). These results for the Dynamic Clip Scaling algorithm directly coincide with 

the fact that the algorithm enhances the noise by 3dB when the 3dB scale factor is 

used to scale the DMT transmit symbol. Mainly, a margin of 3 dB provides enough 

SNR cushion that the enhanced noise does not significantly cornipt the DMT receive 

symbol, but a margin of 1.5 dB does not. In contrast, the hybrid algorithm is more 

resilient in the presence of noise, because a DMT transmit symbol is not scaled unless 

the inactive subchannel algorithm does not control clipping. Finally, the re-encoded 
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QAM algorithm is able to reduce the system PAR to 3.39, while still maintaining the 

desired packet error rate. 

4.3 Maximimi Achievable Data Rate 

There are two different ways to view the benefits incurred from reducing the system 

PAR. Since ADSL sy.stems are peak power lunited, these systems reduce the system 

PAR to minimize the transmit symbols peaks. This diminishes the crosstalk that 

interferes with other DMT signals, while ensming that maximum data rate remains 

constant. Unlike ADSL systems, EDTS does not have to worry about peak power 

limitations because there are no other DMT signals present during transmission. 

Therefore, EDTS reduces the PAR to maximize the average transmit power. Tliis 

increases the DMT system data rate, while ensuring that the transmit symbol peak 

remains constant. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates typical bit allocation tables for EDTS at sxsteni PARs of 

5.07 and 3.59. Notice that when the system PAR is reduced to 3.59, the adaptive 

bit loading algorithm packs many more bits into each subchannel of a DMT transmit 

symbol. Thus, the system data rate increases as the PAR is reduced or the average 

transmit power is increased. Another interesting aspect of the bit allocation tables 

is that the subchannels that are loaded with 10 bits at a PAR of 5.07 are not loaded 

with additional bit when the PAR is reduced to 3.59. This occurs because EDTS 

limits the maximum number of bits per subchannel to 10 bits. Unfortunately, this bit 

loading constraint diminishes the data rate increase that is obtained from reducing 

the system PAR. 

A plot of the average data rates that were obtained from incrementally reducing 

the PAR are shown in Figure 4.4. A maximum data rate of roughly 1.023 Mbps is 

achieved when EDTS operates at a PAR of 5.07 without any PAR reduction algo

rithm. If the all subchannels algorithm is employed at the transmitter, the achievable 

system data rate increases to approximately 1.108 Mbps. Furthermore, if the Tone 

Reduction/Dynamic Clip Scaling hybrid algorithm is utihzed in EDTS the achiev-
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Figure 4.3: Bit allocation table comparison 

able data rate increases to approximately 1.126 Mbps. For the best-case scenario, 

the hybrid algorithm is used at a PAR of 3.02 and a margin of 3 dB, PAR reduction 

provides a data rate increase of approximately 10 percent. 

4.4 Computational Complexity of PAR Algorithms 

Now that the performance enhancements PAR reduction have been presented, 

the only remaining question is what does it cost in terms of computational com

plexity? A comparison of the computational complexity for various PAR reduction 

algorithms is shown in Figure 4.5. This plot shows the average number of multipli

cations necessary to implement these PAR reduction algorithms at different PARs. 

All multiplications estimates were obtained from the performance simulations shown 

in Figure 4.2. The plot reveals that as the PAR is reduced the average nimiber of 
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Figure 4.4: EDTS data rates comparison 

multiplications increases. Since the dramatic differences between the different varia

tions of the tone reduction and phasor transformation algorithms occur off-line and 

do not count towards the average number of multiplications allocated for the PAR 

reduction algorithm, only, one line is plotted for those algorithms. As expected, the 

average number of multiplications needed to implement the phasor transformation 

algorithm increases much faster than the other algorithms. Also, notice that the av

erage number multiplications needed to implement the all subchannels algorithm is 

less than that needed for the inactive subchannels algorithm. This is further evidence 

that minimizing the secondar\' maximums of the signature \\a\eforni improves the 

performance of the all subchannels algorithm. 

Many systems operate under computational complexity restrictions that limit the 
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Figure 4.5: PAR algorithms computational complexity comparison 

maximum number multiplications per DMT transmit symbol available for PAR reduc

tion algorithms. Therefore a better method to quantify the computational complexity 

of a PAR reduction algorithm is to estimate the maximum number of multiplications 

it requires per symbol. Figure 4.6 shows the maximum number of multiplications 

per iteration needed by various PAR reduction algorithms. The maximum number 

of multiplications required by aU of the algorithms except for the DCS algorithm 

linearly increase with the nimiber of iterations or the number of IFFT passes. For 

example, the re-encoded QAM algorithm requires approximately 10.000 multiplica

tions per IFFT pass. If the four pass re-encoded QAM algorithm is implemented on 

EDTS, the maximum number of multiplications per DMT symbol is 40,000 multi

plications. The maximum number multiphcations per iteration needed to implement 

both the inactive subchannels and all subchannels algorithms is just over 3,000 multi-
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plications. The performance results shown in Figure 4.2 for both of these algorithms 

were obtained using a three iteration limit. Thus, the absolute maxinumi nimiber of 

multiplications per symbol for these algorithms is 9,000 multiplications. The DCS 

algorithm differs from all the other algorithms in that it requires only 2,500 multi

plications regardless of the number of clips contained in a DMT transmit symbol. 

Finally, the hybrid algorithm requires the exact same number multiplications as the 

inactive subchannels algorithm plus the multiplications needed by the DCS algorithm. 

4.5 Summary 

DMT is a very appealing modulation technique for achieving high-speed data 

transmission over wired channels. However, extremely high PARs in DMT transmit 

signals have limited DMT's application in these instances. Here, we describe a new 
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PAR reduction algorithm called the all subchannels algorithm that provides a 10 dB 

PAR reduction in DMT systems without a transmitter-receiver handshake. In addi

tion, the all subchannels algorithm's implementation complexity at the transmitter is 

less than that required to implement similar algorithms in literature. The reason why 

the all subchannels algorithm algorithm achieves greater PAR reduction than previ

ous algorithms presented in literature is directly related to the fact that it uses all of 

the system subchannels. Mainly, this algorithm minimizes the secondary maximums 

that arise in the signature waveform by not limiting its spectral content to inactive 

subchannels. Instead, the contribution of each subchannel to the signature waveform 

is intelligently weighted according to the inverse of the bit allocation table. 
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